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ABSTRACT
Benchmarks are important for comparing performance of optimi-
sation algorithms, but we can select instances that present our
algorithm favourably, and dismiss those on which our algorithm
under-performs. Also related are automated design of algorithms,
which use problem instances (benchmarks) to train an algorithm:
careful choice of instances is needed for the algorithm to generalise.
We sweep parameter seings of dierential evolution to applied
to the BBOB benchmarks. Several benchmark functions are highly
correlated. is may lead to the false conclusion that an algorithm
performs well in general, when it performs poorly on a few key
instances. ese correlations vary with the number of evaluations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous optimisation samples a continuous search space, to
minimise (or maximise) an objective. e Black-Box Optimization
Benchmarking (BBOB-2009) benchmarks comprise 24 noiseless and
30 noisy functions[2] commonly used to compare continuous opti-
misation metaheuristics [6]. It is well known that no one algorithm
performs well over all functions, so we ask how good are the bench-
marks at teasing out the performances of dierent algorithms? We
also consider the implications for automatic design of algorithms
(ADA), where the set of functions used for training is critical.
Two dangers of benchmarking are: not investing the same num-
ber of evaluations in tuning two algorithms (e.g. tuning your own
more); and making comparisons of the form “Algorithm A outper-
formed B on 20/24 of the benchmarks, while B outperformed A on
the remaining 4” (if the 20 are highly correlated, yet the 4 are not,
then B could be said to be more general than A.)
We investigate the tuning of parameters on a set of benchmarks
and examine correlations in performance between the algorithms
on the functions. We consider algorithms with dierent parameter
seing to be dierent algorithms, and therefore, the algorithms
dened by the set of parameters denes the algorithm design space.
In this paper we make three major contributions:
(1) Algorithm performances on several functions are highly
correlated (within the set of algorithms we consider).
(2) e number of evaluations has a dramatic impact when
concluding either which algorithm performs best.
(3) A 2-stage (coarse- then ne-grained) systematic sweep
of the parameters shows how performance varies with
number of evaluations for dierent parameter seings.
Further experimental detail and analysis can be found in [1].
2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Our study considers seings for the dierential evolution parame-
ters dierential weight, F, and crossover probability, CR, applied to
the BBOB benchmarks. e experiment covered two stages to keep
total run time practical: a coarse-grained sweep of the full range for
each parameter, and a ne-grained sweep around the near-optimal
seing found at stage 1. e BBOB benchmarks used were the 24
noiseless functions, on the 10-dimensional search space [−5, 5]10.
e coarse-grained sweep runs were limited to 10 generations.
For each algorithm conguration, each of the 24 benchmarks pro-
vide a ranking of congurations from best to worst. To reach a
consensus of the best conguration over all benchmarks, the rank-
ings were used a ballots in an instant run-o vote.
e ne-grained stage used a neighbourhood region of 10 × 10
samples centred around the best parameter seings from the course-
grained sweep, with samples spread out in increments of 0.01. is
gives us 100 DE congurations to compare.
3 RESULTS
Full result data is available from hp://hdl.handle.net/11667/109.
e coarse-grained sweep found F = 0.3, CR = 0.9 as overall
consensus optima. e resulting 10× 10 region for the ne-grained
sweep was F ∈ {0.25, 0.26, . . . 0.34} CR ∈ {0.85, 0.86, . . . 0.94}.
We consider the meta-tness of each algorithm on each bench-
mark aer a certain number of generations to be the average tness
reached by the 1000 repeat runs of the algorithm aer that many
generations. is is known as a xed-budget measure of algorithm
performance: this was chosen over the more conventional xed-
target measure so that experiments run for less time, as convergence
is not required. is method is oen used in parameter tuning (e.g.
[4]). For each benchmark, at each generation, we have a meta-
tness value from each of the 100 algorithm congurations. e
Spearman’s Rank correlation between these sets of values for pairs
of algorithms starts near zero at generation 0, as the rst genera-
tion of all algorithm runs is random. e correlation then varies
dramatically in the range (−1, 0) with generation limit.
Since we have 24 functions to compare pairwise, we can con-
struct a correlation matrix between the functions. Each cell corre-
sponds to the correlation in meta-tness for all algorithms between
the two functions in the row and column header. e correlation
matrix for generation limit 10 is shown in Table 1.
We also calculate the median value of correlation between a
given benchmark with every other benchmark. ese also vary
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considerably with generation. In generation 2, all functions are
strongly positively correlated with one-another, except F23 which
has a median correlation of −0.30. e lowest median correlation
observed is F7 at generation 5, where median correlation is −0.90.
At generation 8, there is a crossing point: many functions with
high median correlations drop to negative correlations, and many
with previously negative median correlation move to high positive
median correlations. F7, F17, and F18 maintain a strong positive
correlation with one another and as generation limit increases, the
three approach a correlation near 1.0 with one another. us, these
three functions (within the scope of which we have studied them)
give us the same information about the algorithm’s performance,
and so it is redundant to run all three in this case.
For most generation limits L during these runs, most functions
are on average positively correlated with a few exceptions. is is
visible in Table 1 as most cells being blue..
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We applied DE to the well-known BBOB benchmarks. Sweeping
across 2 DE parameters, we found that early in the run there was
very lile correlation between the performances of dierent param-
eter seings, but aer only a few generations, most functions are
highly correlated, while some are anti-correlated. ese correla-
tions vary as the number of generations increases. e correlations
we observed do not just occur within the ve groups of functions
based on their structure (dened by [2]), corroborating earlier re-
sults [6] that clustered the BBOB functions in to dierent groups
according to algorithm performance. To draw broader conclusions,
we intend to investigate how benchmark functions compare for
other algorithms, such as CMA-ES and conventional genetic algo-
rithms: preliminary experiments with a GA show the same paern,
but still to be determined is whether correlated functions for DE
are also correlated when using, for example, CMA-ES.
e problem with correlated benchmarks is that, given the per-
formance of DE on one of the functions, the other two add no
information to the benchmarking process. If we can identify highly-
correlated benchmark functions in terms of algorithm performance,
Table 1: Matrix of correlations between all benchmark func-
tions at generation 10. Blue cells denote a strongly-positive
correlation, red cells denote a strongly-negative correlation,
white cells denote zero correlation. e right-most column
is the median correlation of the related function with every
other function.
F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20 F21 F22 F23 F24 Median
F1 -0.52
F2 -0.49
F3 0.39
F4 0.39
F5 0.47
F6 0.35
F7 0.47
F8 0.12
F9 -0.07
F10 0.47
F11 0.48
F12 0.07
F13 -0.33
F14 -0.42
F15 0.39
F16 -0.50
F17 0.47
F18 0.45
F19 0.16
F20 0.30
F21 0.38
F22 0.33
F23 0.35
F24 -0.47
we may be able to select and eliminate redundant functions from a
benchmark set. Furthermore, if we can identify highly-correlated
benchmarks, we may also be able to identify possible combinations
of performance features absent in the benchmarks. ese gaps
could be lled by generating new benchmarks, e.g. [3, 5, 7].
In ADA, benchmark instances can be used to train our algorithm;
and demonstrate the utility of our algorithm on unseen instances.
As for machine learning, these two sets of instances (training and
test) need to be somehow similar for the trained model to perform
well on the test set. at these correlations vary with the number
of function evaluations must be considered when using exploratory
landscape analysis to predict performance and select appropriate
algorithms as advocated by [6]. Choice of the evaluation budget
must match the available budget in the target “unseen” instances,
or the performance model will be awed, biased by correlations
present only in part of the search space. Furthermore, it is false to
assume that parameter tuning on a smaller evaluation budget will
lead to fair comparisons with a larger budget [8].
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